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Abstract

Automatic ICD coding is defined as assign-001
ing disease codes to electronic medical records002
(EMRs). Existing methods apply label atten-003
tion with code representations to match related004
text snippets for coding. Unlike these works005
that model the label with the code hierarchy or006
description, we argue that the code synonyms007
can provide more comprehensive knowledge008
based on the observation that the code expres-009
sions in EMRs vary from their descriptions in010
ICD. By aligning codes to concepts in UMLS,011
we collect synonyms of every code in ICD.012
Then, we propose a multiple synonyms match-013
ing network to leverage synonyms for better014
code representation learning, and finally help015
the code classification. Experiments on two016
settings of the MIMIC-III dataset show that our017
proposed method outperforms previous state-018
of-the-art methods.019

1 Introduction020

International Classification of Diseases (ICD) is a021

classification and terminology that provides diag-022

nostic codes with descriptions for diseases1. The023

task of ICD coding refers to assigning ICD codes to024

electronic medical records (EMRs) which is highly025

related to clinical tasks or systems including pa-026

tient similarity learning (Suo et al., 2018), medical027

billing (Sonabend et al., 2020), and clinical deci-028

sion support systems (Sutton et al., 2020). Tradi-029

tionally, healthcare organizations have to employ030

specialized coders for this task, which is expen-031

sive, time-consuming, and error-prone. As a result,032

many methods have been proposed for automatic033

ICD coding since the 1990s (de Lima et al., 1998).034

Deep learning methods usually treat this task035

as a multi-label classification problem (Xie and036

Xing, 2018; Li and Yu, 2020; Zhou et al., 2021),037

which learn deep representations of EMRs with038

1who.int/standards/classifications/
classification-of-diseases

an RNN or CNN encoder and then predict codes 039

with a multi-label classifier. Recent state-of-the-art 040

methods propose label attention that uses the code 041

representations as attention queries to extract the 042

code-related representations2 (Mullenbach et al., 043

2018). Following this idea, many works further 044

propose using code hierarchical structures (Falis 045

et al., 2019; Xie et al., 2019; Cao et al., 2020) and 046

descriptions (Cao et al., 2020; Song et al., 2020) 047

for better label representations. 048

In this work, we argue that the synonyms of 049

codes can provide more comprehensive informa- 050

tion. For example, the description of code 244.9 051

is “Unspecified hypothyroidism” in ICD. However, 052

this code can be described in different forms in 053

EMRs such as “low t4” and “subthyroidism”. For- 054

tunately, these different expressions can be found in 055

the Unified Medical Language System (Bodenrei- 056

der, 2004), a repository of biomedical vocabularies 057

that contains various synonyms for all ICD codes. 058

Therefore, we propose to leverage synonyms of 059

codes to help the label representation learning and 060

further benefit its matching to the EMR texts. 061

To model the synonym and its matching to EMR 062

text, we further propose a Multiple Synonyms 063

Matching Network (MSMN). Specifically, we first 064

apply a shared LSTM to encode EMR texts and 065

each synonym. Then, we propose a novel multi- 066

synonyms attention mechanism inspired by the 067

multi-head attention (Vaswani et al., 2017), which 068

considers synonyms as attention queries to ex- 069

tract different code-related text snippets for code- 070

wise representations. Finally, we propose using a 071

biaffine-based similarity of code-wise text represen- 072

tations and code representations for classification. 073

We conduct experiments on the MIMIC-III 074

dataset with two settings: full codes and top-50 075

codes. Results show that our method performs bet- 076

ter than previous state-of-the-art methods. We will 077

release our codes for further research. 078

2“Label” is equivalent to “code” in this paper.
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2 Approach079

Consider free text S (usually discharge summaries)080

from EMR with words {wi}Ni=1. Let C be the ICD081

codes set, for each code l ∈ C with code description082

l1 from ICD, the task is to assign a binary label yl ∈083

{0, 1} based on S. Figure 1 shows an overview of084

our method.085

2.1 Code Synonyms086

We extend the code description l1 by synonyms087

from the medical knowledge graph (i.e., UMLS088

Metathesaurus). We first align the code to the089

Concept Unique Identifiers (CUIs) from UMLS.090

Then we select corresponding synonyms of En-091

glish terms from UMLS with same CUIs and add092

additional synonyms by removing hyphens and the093

word “NOS” (Not Otherwise Specified). We denote094

the code synonyms as {l2, ..., lm} in which each095

code synonym lj is composed of words {lji }
Nj

i=1.096

2.2 Encoding097

Previous works (Ji et al., 2021; Pascual et al.,098

2021) have shown that pretrained language models099

like BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) cannot help the100

ICD coding performance, hence we use an LSTM101

(Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) as our en-102

coder. We use pre-trained word embeddings to map103

words wi to xi. A d-layer bi-directional LSTM104

layer with output size h is followed by word em-105

beddings to obtain text hidden representations H.106

107

H = h1, ...,hN = Enc(x1, ...,xN ) (1)108

For code synonym lj , we apply the same encoder109

with a max-pooling layer to obtain representation110

qj ∈ Rh.111

qj = MaxPool(Enc(xj
1, ...,x

j
Nj

)) (2)112

2.3 Multi-synonyms Attention113

To interact text with multiple synonyms, we pro-114

pose a multi-synonyms attention inspired by the115

multi-head attention (Vaswani et al., 2017). We116

split H ∈ RN×h into m heads Hj ∈ RN× h
m :117

H = H1, ...,Hm (3)118

Then, we use code synonyms qj to query Hj . We119

take the linear transformations of Hj and qj to120

calculate attention scores αj
l ∈ RN . Text related121

to code synonym lj can be represented by Hαj
l .122

We aggregate code-wise text representations vl ∈123
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Figure 1: The architecture of our proposed MSMN.
Different colors indicate different code synonyms. We
also split hidden representations into different heads for
multi-synonyms attention.

Rh using max-pooling of Hαj
l since the text only 124

needs to match one of the synonyms. 125

αj
l = softmax(WQq

j · tanh(WHHj)) (4) 126

vl = MaxPool(Hα1
l , ...,Hαm

l ) (5) 127

2.4 Classification 128

We classify whether the text S contains code l 129

based on the similarity between code-wise text rep- 130

resentation vl and code representation. We aggre- 131

gate code synonym representations {qj} to code 132

representation ql ∈ Rh by max-pooling. We then 133

propose using a biaffine transformation to measure 134

the similarity for classification: 135

ql = MaxPool(q1,q2, ...,qm) (6) 136

ŷl = σ(logitl) = σ(vT
l Wql) (7) 137

Previous works (Mullenbach et al., 2018; Vu et al., 138

2020) classify codes via3: 139

ŷl = σ(logitl) = σ(vT
l wl) (8) 140

Their work need to learn code-dependent param- 141

eters [wl]l∈C ∈ R∥C∥×h for classification, which 142

suffers from training rare codes. On the con- 143

trary, our biaffine function that replaces Wql to 144

wl only needs to learn code-independent parame- 145

ters W ∈ Rh×h. 146

2.5 Training 147

We optimize the model using binary cross-entropy 148

between predicted probabilities ŷl and labels yl: 149

L =
∑
l∈C

−yl log(ŷl)− (1− yl) log(1− ŷl) (9) 150

3We omit the biases in all equations for simplification.
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AUC F1 Precision@N
Macro Micro Macro Micro P@8 P@15

CAML (Mullenbach et al., 2018) 89.5 98.6 8.8 53.9 70.9 56.1
MSATT-KG (Xie et al., 2019) 91.0 99.2 9.0 55.3 72.8 58.1
MultiResCNN (Li and Yu, 2020) 91.0 98.6 8.5 55.2 73.4 58.4
HyperCore (Cao et al., 2020) 93.0 98.9 9.0 55.1 72.2 57.9
LAAT (Vu et al., 2020) 91.9 98.8 9.9 57.5 73.8 59.1
JointLAAT (Vu et al., 2020) 92.1 98.8 10.7 57.5 73.5 59.0

MSMN 95.0 99.2 10.3 58.4 75.2 59.9

Table 1: Results on the MIMIC-III full test set.

AUC F1

Macro Micro Macro Micro P@5

CAML 87.5 90.9 53.2 61.4 60.9
MSATT-KG 91.4 93.6 63.8 68.4 64.4
MultiResCNN 89.9 92.8 60.6 67.0 64.1
HyperCore 89.5 92.9 60.9 66.3 63.2
LAAT 92.5 94.6 66.6 71.5 67.5
JointLAAT 92.5 94.6 66.1 71.6 67.1
MSMN 92.8 94.7 68.3 72.5 68.0

Table 2: Results on the MIMIC-III 50 test set.

3 Experiments151

3.1 Dataset152

MIMIC-III dataset (Johnson et al., 2016) con-153

tains deidentified discharge summaries with human-154

labeled ICD-9 codes. We use the same splits with155

previous works (Mullenbach et al., 2018; Vu et al.,156

2020) with two settings as full codes (MIMIC-III157

full) and top-50 frequent codes (MIMIC-III 50).158

We follow the preprocessing of Xie et al. (2019);159

Vu et al. (2020) to truncate discharge summaries at160

4,000 words. We measure the results using macro161

AUC, micro AUC, macro F1, micro F1 and pre-162

cision@k (k = 5 for MIMIC-III 50, 8 and 15 for163

MIMIC-III full). Detailed statistics of the MIMIC-164

III dataset are listed in Appendix A.165

3.2 Implementation Details166

We sample m = 4 and 8 synonyms per code for167

MIMIC-III full and MIMIC-III 50 respectively. We168

use the same word embeddings as Vu et al. (2020)169

which are pretrained on the MIMIC-III discharge170

summaries using CBOW (Mikolov et al., 2013)171

with hidden size 100. We apply R-Drop with α = 5172

(Liang et al., 2021) to regularize the model to pre-173

vent over-fitting. We train MSMN with AdamW174

(Loshchilov and Hutter, 2019) with a linear learn-175

ing rate decay. We optimize the threshold of classi-176

fication using the development set.177

3.3 Baselines 178

CAML (Mullenbach et al., 2018) uses CNN to en- 179

code texts and proposes label attention for coding. 180

MSATT-KG (Xie et al., 2019) applies multi-scale 181

attention and GCN to capture codes relations. 182

MultiResCNN (Li and Yu, 2020) encodes text us- 183

ing multi-filter residual CNN. 184

HyperCore (Cao et al., 2020) embeds ICD codes 185

into the hyperbolic space to utilize code hierarchy 186

and uses GCN to leverage the code co-occurrence. 187

LAAT & JointLAAT (Vu et al., 2020) propose 188

a hierarchical joint learning mechanism to relieve 189

the imbalanced labels, which is our main baseline 190

since it is most similar to our work. 191

3.4 Main Results 192

Table 1 and 2 show the main results under the 193

MIMIC-III full and MIMIC-III 50 settings, re- 194

spectively. Under the full setting, our MSMN 195

achieves 95.0 (+2.0), 99.2 (+0.0), 10.3 (-0.4), 58.4 196

(+0.9), 75.2 (+1.4), and 59.9 (+0.8) in terms of 197

macro-AUC, micro-AUC, macro-F1, micro-F1, 198

P@8, and P@15 respectively (parentheses shows 199

the differences against previous best results), which 200

shows that MSMN obtains state-of-the-art results 201

in most metrics. Under the top-50 codes setting, 202

MSMN performs better than LAAT in all metrics 203

and achieves state-of-the-art scores of 92.8 (+0.3), 204

94.7 (+0.1), 68.3 (+1.7), 72.5 (+0.9), 68.0 (+0.5) 205

on macro-AUC, micro-AUC, macro-F1, micro-F1, 206

and P@5, respectively. We notice that the macro 207

F1 has large variance in MIMIC-III full setting 208

because it is more sensitive in a long tail problem. 209

3.5 Discussion 210

To explore the influence of leveraging different 211

numbers of code synonyms, we search m among 212

{1, 2, 4, 8, 16} on the MIMIC-III 50 dataset. Re- 213

sults are shown in Table 3. Compared with m = 1 214

that we only use ICD code descriptions itself, lever- 215
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AUC F1

Macro Micro Macro Micro P@5

m = 1 92.1 94.2 67.4 71.0 67.0
m = 2 92.6 94.6 67.6 71.7 67.2
m = 4 92.8 94.7 67.9 71.9 67.7
m = 8 92.8 94.7 68.3 72.5 68.0
m = 16 92.5 94.6 66.9 71.5 67.6

vT
l Wql 92.8 94.7 68.3 72.5 68.0

vT
l ql 92.5 94.5 67.1 71.2 67.1

vT
l wl 91.5 94.1 65.1 70.8 66.3

Table 3: Results of different settings including syn-
onyms counts and scoring functions on MIMIC-III 50
dataset. Underlined setting denotes the default parame-
ters used in MSMN.

aging more synonyms from UMLS consistently im-216

proves the performance. Using m = 4, 8 achieves217

the best performances in AUC, and m = 8 achieves218

the best performances in terms of F1 and P@5. In219

addition, the median and mean count of UMLS syn-220

onyms are 5.0 and 5.4 respectively, which echoes221

why the results of m = 4 or 8 are better.222

To evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed223

biaffine-based similarity function, we compare it224

with the baseline LAAT in Table 3. We also provide225

a simple function by removing W to vT
l ql in Equa-226

tion 7. Results show the biaffine-based similarity227

scoring performs best among others.228

To better understand what MSMN learns from229

the multi-synonyms attention, we plot the synonym230

representations qj under MIMIC-III 50 setting via231

t-SNE (van der Maaten and Hinton, 2008) in Fig-232

ure 2. We observe for some codes like 585.9233

(“chronic kidney diseases”), all synonym repre-234

sentations cluster together, which indicates that235

synonyms extract similar text snippets. However,236

codes like 410.71 (“subendocardial infarction ini-237

tial episode of care” or “subendo infarct, initial”)238

and 403.90 (“hypertensive chronic kidney disease,239

unspecified, with chronic kidney disease stage i240

through stage iv” or “unspecified orhy kid w cr kid241

i iv”) with very different synonyms learn different242

representations, which benefits to match different243

text snippets. Furthermore, we observe it has sim-244

ilar representations for sibling codes 37.22 (“left245

heart cardiac catheterization”) and 37.23 (“rt/left246

heart card cath”), which indicates the model can247

also implicitly capture the code hierarchy.248

4 Related Work249

Automatic ICD coding is an important task in the250

medical NLP community. Earlier works use ma-251

37.22

37.23

403.90

403.90 403.90

410.71

410.71

585.9

Figure 2: T-SNE visualization of code synonym repre-
sentations learned from MIMIC-III 50.

chine learning methods for coding (Larkey and 252

Croft, 1996; Pestian et al., 2007; Perotte et al., 253

2014). With the development of neural networks, 254

many recent works consider ICD coding as a multi- 255

label text classification task. They usually apply 256

RNN or CNN to encode texts and use the label 257

attention mechanism to extract and match the most 258

relevant parts for classification. The label atten- 259

tion relies on the label representations as attention 260

queries. Li and Yu (2020); Vu et al. (2020) ran- 261

domly initialize the label representations which 262

ignore the code semantic information. Cao et al. 263

(2020) use the average of word embeddings as la- 264

bel representations to leverage the code semantic 265

information. Xie et al. (2019); Cao et al. (2020) use 266

GCN to fuse hierarchical structures of ICD codes 267

for label representations. Compared with previous 268

works, we use synonyms instead of a single de- 269

scription to represent the code, which can provide 270

more comprehensive expressions of codes. 271

5 Conclusions 272

In this paper, we propose MSMN to leverage code 273

synonyms from UMLS to improve the automatic 274

ICD coding. Multi-synonyms attention is proposed 275

for extracting different related text snippets for 276

code-wise text representations. We also propose 277

a biaffine transformation to calculate similarities 278

among texts and codes for classification. Exper- 279

iments show that MSMN outperforms previous 280

methods with label attention and achieves state-of- 281

the-art results in the MIMIC-III dataset. Ablation 282

studies show the effectiveness of multi-synonyms 283

attention and biaffine-based similarity. 284
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A MIMIC-III Dataset Statistics437

We list the document counts, average word counts438

per document, average codes counts per document,439

and total codes of the MIMIC-III dataset in Table 4.440

B Training Details441

For the MIMIC-III 50 setting, we train with442

one 16GB NVIDIA-V100 GPU. For the MIMIC-443

III full setting, we train with 8 32GB NVIDIA-444

V100 GPUs. We list the detailed training hyper-445

parameters in Table 5. We apply the dropout with446

a ratio of 0.2 after the word embedding layer and447

before the classification layer. For text encoding,448

Train Dev Test
MIMIC-III Full

# Doc. 47,723 1,631 3,372
Avg # words per Doc. 1,434 1,724 1,731
Avg # codes per Doc. 15.7 18.0 17.4
Total # codes 8,692 3,012 4,085

MIMIC-III 50

# Doc. 8,066 1,573 1,729
Avg # words per Doc. 1,478 1,739 1,763
Avg # codes per Doc. 5.7 5.9 6.0
Total # codes 50 50 50

Table 4: Statistics of MIMIC-III dataset under full codes
and top-50 codes settings.

we add a linear layer upon the LSTM layer (the out- 449

put dimension of the linear layer refers to LSTM 450

output dim. in the Table 5). 451

Parameters Full Top 50

Emb. dim. 100 100
Emb. dropout 0.2 0.2
LSTM Layer (d) 2 1
LSTM hidden dim. 256 512
LSTM output dim. (h) 512 512
Synonyms count (m) 4 8
Rep. dropout 0.2 0.2
R-Drop weight 5.0 5.0
Epoch 20 20
Peak lr. 5e-4 5e-4
Batch size 16 16
Adam ϵ 1e-8 1e-8
Weight decay 0.01 0.01
Clipping grad. 1.0 1.0

Table 5: Hyper-parameters used for training MIMIC-III
full setting and MIMIC-III 50 setting.
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